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_ This is the final report on a Viking '79 Rover Study, performed by Martint

__ I Marietta Aerospace.| This study was performed for the Langley Research Center NASA, under1 '
_ Contract NAS1-12425 between June 27, 1973 and March 27, 1974. Mr. Wayne L.

_ ! DarnelltheContracting0fthe LangleYofficer.ResearchCenter was the Technical Representative of
o _

This final report consists of two volumes:

Volume I - Summary

_i Volume II - Detailed Technical Volume
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i. SUMMARY

\
+

This report suumasrizes the results of a study performed by Martin Marietta

' Aerospace for the NASA Langley Research Center to define a roving vehicle suit-

able for inclusion in a 1979 Viking mission to Mars. The study focused exclu-
|

, _ + sively on the 1979 mission incorporating a rover that would be stowed on an.'

: deployed from a modified Viking lander. The overall objective of the study was

"+ to define a baseline rover, the lander/rover interfaces, a mission operations

• concept, and a rover development program compatible with the 1979 launch oppor-

tunity. During the study, numerous options at the rover system and subsystem

i levels were examined and a baseline configuration was selected. Volume I of the
Final Report presents this baseline configuration and Volume II presents all

i _ i facets of the study imtuding the analyses of those system and subsystem concepts! +
i that were examined enrou e to the selected baseline rover.

i 'f
; ; Launch vehicle, orbiter, and lander performance capabilities were examined

' to ensure that the baseline rover could be transported to Hsrs using minimum-

+ modified Viking '75 hardw+_,e and designs. The results of these analyses are

presented in both report vo] rues and the detailed technical derivations are

given in Volume II.

', The renminder of this section briefly discusses the highlights of the study

and its conclusions. The remaining sections expand upon this material in greater

detail• Volume I summarizes the analyses and results discussed in depth in

Volume II.

z

Baseline Rover System Description

The baseline system evolved from many concepts considered during the study

and was developed to support a science payload reconlnended by a NASA science

planning group chaired by Dr. I. Rasool.

The Rasool co_nittee's payload consists of a Viking '75 facsimile camera

and window duster, an alpha backscatter diffractometerspectrometer, an X-ray

and grinder, and a scoop sampler.
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i The baseline rover, which is based on Viking '75 technology to minimize i_
i

development risk, is shown in the Frontispiece as it would appear shortly after J_

!I1 separation from the lander. Having erected the camera to its operating position,

the rover has moved a few meters away from the lander and is ready to begin its _]_

' scientific mission.

The rover has been designed with the capability to support the lc.,_dermis-

' t_. sion while within communication range of the lander. Rover support includes

i returning soil and rock samples to the lander for analysis and transmitting

camera pictures including long base stereo pictures to _he lander for storage

and retransmission to Earth. In addition, the rover can perform a science mis- _ •

• sion completely independent of the lander, having the capability to travel many _

i kilometers from the lander and communicate to the Earth via the orbiter. Earth

coa_amnds can be relayed to the rover through eit' _r the lander or the orbiter.

' Power is provided by a new 20-watt selenide thermoelectric RTG. A battery

composed of Viking '75 ceils is used to handle the peak loads. Thermal control

" of the rover is achieved by taking heat from the RTG through a Viking '75 type ....

thermal switch to an isothermal plate on which all electronic assemblies are

mounted.

A directional gyro/gyrocompass is used as a navigation heading reference.

Wheel odometers are used to calculate distance traveled. Hazard sensors are

used to detect rocks, holes, and excessive slope conditions, thus allowing the

rover to travel hundreds of meters per day on command from Earth without direct
i

manual control from Earth.

_ A control sequencer and memory controls the rover operational sequences

based on stored sequences, ground commands, and real-time inputs from onboard

sensors. A data processor buffers and formats the science data for transmission

to Earth. All electronics are packaged together into a single Integrated Elec- '°;
¢

tronics Assembly.

i The rover is configured with a single, rigid body compartment, as shown in

i Figure I. The rear axle is articulated with respect to the chassis using a roll

i gimbal. Simple scuff steering is incorporated.
i

= ! 2
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I
!

i

i Lander modifications that are required te acc.mmodate the rover are the
_t removal of one camera, installation of new RTGs, relocation of the surface sam-

I
pier, design of a new base cover, deletion of meteoroloqv and XRFS, addition of

, a UHF two-way communications system, and addition of a pressure regulation system

for the terminal descent propellant system. Because of the sh_ft in the c.m. of
i

_ the VLC due to the addition of the rover, components mounted to the aeroshell
l t,_4
; are also relocated. Other lander science changes include removal of the biology
i

_ _, instrument and the addition of new biology and X-ray diffractomet_r instruments.

j With the addition of the pressure regulation system and incorpcration of :

new RTGs on the lander, the capability exists to land 745.7 kg of dry mass, well

above the current estimate of 714._ kg for the landed dry mass requirement.

!
Required Technology Developments

I Two categories of technology developments were investigated. One category

is the technology that was required and included in the baseline configuration

• to satisfy the L_asicdesign requirements and the second category is the tech-

nology that, if adopted, would further optimize the rover system

Developments that are included in the baseline rover are as follows:

Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators using selenide thermoelectric

materials.

;, Minaturlzed directional gyro/gyrocompass. 1

Adaptive controls using requisite hazard sensors and control sequencer i

software subroutines.

_echnology developments that are not included in the baseline Jeclgn, but

, that would significantl 2 improve rover performance tf adcpted are as follows:
h
r

Resonant circuit switching converter to minimize high frequency switching

losses.

Hybridized circuits containing C/MOS chips.

"2 "-'" - .

!
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Also identified in the preliminary design of the rover are technical areas

| that need additional study to fully understand the impact on the rover develop- '• !
._ _ merit. These include:

_{- , i _ Rover-to-lander soil transfers • .

!_ Polar icp-_.ap operation (if polar ice-cap oper, t;_n is planned)

Rover Development Plzn

The rover development plan (based on launches in 1979), which includes

_ rover integration on the lander, is shown in Figure 2. This plan has been con-

i structed to be c_pattble with the Viking '79 baseline plan, e.g. qualification
_2

'_:_-_. of the rover is completed coincident w_th the start of the VLC flight article

_{_:_:! assembly and test, and first flight rover delivery is ir_ediately before lander

":_-_"__-_. encapsulation,.because flight acceptance tests and modifications to the lander

_':_:i for rover -_ntegratlon are colncldent.wfth refurbishment of baseline lander corn- i

_'_-_. ] ponents. Also, in the interest of minimizing the required p_rogra_.2;funding I

_-_ before FY 1977, the rover development provram has been scheduled as late as t"
_. practical" . i

i

"._ " Conclusions

The objective of this study was to define a baseline Viking rover, rover/

I lander integration concepts: and _tsalon operation concepts that would provide
a significant increase in the scientific capability of a Viking '79 Mission.

_;:-.._ Implicit in this objective was the derivation of a total hardware concept that

makes maximum use of the Spare and Proof Teat Viking '75 lander hardware. This

"_ • , has been accomplished.

The study results clearly indicate that a significant improvement In-the
I

present lander scientific capability la achieved by Including the baseline rover

in the VikIn8 '79 mission. The lander science £nsCrumants would have access to

i: samples from a large surface area, the samples having been selected_ _ and screened [

:-_ -_; for scientific interest and returned co the l,nder by the rover. The value of
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_- the imagery mission is tremendously improved by using the_rover's camera for

\'i sucfacel°ngbaselinearea. stereo and by taking pictures of geological interest over a largeThe impact of integrating the rover on the Viking '73 Lander can be divided

into (I) changes required to stow _nd deploy the rover, (2) changes in the entry

• and terminal descent system required to land the rover system, and (3) changes

" required to operate the rover with other mission elements. An evaluation of

these changes indicates that maxi=um use of existing Viking '75 hardware and

technology has been made and that only: minimum changes are required to existing

i_ hardware.

In summary, this study has verified the rover's feasibillty, which was

first identified in previous studies,, and has proved that a Viking '79 rover

i mission built around the hardware and experience of Viking '75 is feasible,

practica_ and scientifically rewarding.

_ t

i

1

1
!

i
1
l
J
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK lOOT_

2. INTRODUCTION

Although Harm rover missions have appeared regularly in proposed plans for

the 1985-1990 time period, recent studies by the National Aeronautics and Space

Administrationts I_ngley Research Center and Hartin Marietta Aerospace have

indicated that spare and proof-test Viking '75 lander hardware could be used as

early as 1979 for missions to Harm with roving vehicles added to the landers.

This evidence of an early, feasible, and cost-effective opportunity to perform

Harm rover missions led to the study described in this report.

This report presents the results of a study performed by Nartln Narletta

for the Langley Research Center to define a baseline Viking rover, lander/rover

and orbiter/rover interfaces, and system operationaI characteristics for a 1979

mission to mars. The mission can logically follow and respond to the results

of successful Viking '75 iandings in 1976; however, valuable lander/rover mis-

sions c_, b_ _e££ued ,vw u_uS existing _ata _hat show Narm to be an extremely

heterogeneous planet, shaped and modified by a variety of surface and atmospheric

processes that make Mars the most Earth-like of our planetary neighbors.

To explore and understand the Martian surface through observation, sampling,

and analysis, some form of roving vehicle is required. Earlier studies have

shown that a number of different rover scientific payloads are feasible, practi-

cal, and capable of providing high scientific returns (ref. 1), that the Viking

system is capable of carrying extra mass to the surface of Mars in 1979, and

that th_s mass is sufficient to allow integration of a roving vehicle (ref. 2)..

Accordingly, the study was initiated to determine-the characteristics of Viking

'79 rover candidates, define the requireuents for lander/rover and orbiter/rover

integration and mission operations, define a selected baseline rover and rover/

lander integration concept, and evolve a program plan for implemntation of the

selected concept.

The study was divided into _vo phases. In Phase 1, a number of candidate

rover conflgurat£ons were prepared. In Phase 2, a selected rover, its aSsoc-

iated lander/rover and orblter/rover Intesratlon provisions and mlsalon opera-

tions concept, and an approprlate program plan were deflned. The candidate

1974011775-017



rover configurations varied according to the size and characteristics of the

rover's science payloads; the level of modifications required on the lander;

the level of technology used in the rover subsystems, and the operational rela-

tionship between the rover and the lander and/or the orbiter during operations
t

on the Martian surface. Evolution of these candidates and the selected baseline

concept took place in concert with two closely related activities. These were

(1) a NASA-sponsored Viking '79 Science Planning Group was for_ed and its lander

and rover science payload recommendations were integrated in the candidate con-

figurations during the second phase of the study, and (2) an AEC-sponsored anal-

yses of potential radioisotope energy sources for the rover were conducted and

theirpreliminary results were integrated in the study. _
i

These activities served to sharpen the focus of the study. For example, -

small tethered rovers capable of returning samples to the lander from ranges up

to I00 meters from the lander were discarded early in the study because of their

limited science potential. Analyses of power requirements for the resultant ....

separable laoders and rovers indicated that a new RTG would be required to power

the rover and that th_ technology could be applied to n_1 lander RTGs at a sig-

nificantly lower mass which in turn could be applied to a larger rover scien-

tific payload. Accordingly, the AEC study of advanced RTGs was instrumental in

shaping the selected concept. Given the mass, volume, and power limitations,

the configuration shown in the frontispiece was derived. This vehicle incor-

porates significant science capabilities, is based on Viking '75 technology,

and can be integrated into the Viking system with a practical set of lander and

orbiter modifications. A mission operations concept was evolved for a mission

that includes six vehicles; two orbiters, two landers, and two rovers, the "_

rovers being able to communicate with Earth through both the orbiters .and the _

landers. _

/
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3. MAJOR ROVER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The primary function of the rover is to perform in 8i#u observation and

sampling of the Martian surface over an area many times larger than that acces-

sible from a fixed lander and the total system must perform satisfactorily under

all environmental conditions imposed by the mission. These basic considerations

influenced and constrained the system design. The areas were examined to derive

the major system design requirements for the baseline rover The following

paragraphs summarize major considerations in the scientific, environmental, mass

and volume, and pecial subsystem design areas.

Scientific Goals

The primary goal of Viking _79 Will be to _apitalize on the scientific

results of the Viking _75 and Soviet landers to extend our knowledge of Mars.

The diversity of the Martian surface offers many opportunities for frultful

_, exploration, not only because of its geologic richness, but also because the

. strong interplay between geologic and atmospherlcfactors on Mars maywell

. result in isolated ecological niches in whichMartian organisms exist.

Many scientific questions are presently being asked about Mars but the

major ones concern the history of Mars in a cosmogonic sense and particularly
I

, ' how it sppltes to the possible evolution of life forms. An important considera_

_ tion is the present existence and past abundance of liquid water on the jurface

of the planet. Also there is the consideration of whether or not Mars nmy have

been through a geologic evolution within its bulk and on its surface similar to

Earth. Such dynamics does not exist on the Moon, but is the major factor in

the shaping of Earth crustal geology and its dynamics. The foregoing ideas lead

tO the posing of the five scieetific questions in Table 1.

, +

11
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TABLE 1 SOME KEY SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS REGARDING MARS

%

Has Mars been through an aqueous climatic phase?

Does free or loosely-bounl water exist on Mars today?

i _ What processes have formed and shaped the Martian crust? i
• t

,'_ Does plate tectonics apply to Mars?
!

I_ Do biological organisms or organic compounds exist on Mars?

i A rover can assist in answering these questions by transporting science ]

J

J
instruments to the Martian surface locations where direct in s_tu measurements !

can be made, for only such direct measurements can finally resolve the questions, i

i 'Rover science modes. - We have identified five modes in which the rover can i

be used to expand and enhance the scientific value of a landed mission. These

are as follows:

Reach a predetermined target area;

Explore the surface terrain; ...._.

Collect samples and return them to the lander for analysis by lander-basedinstruments;

Conduct dual-station science between the rover and lander or rover and

i orbiter, and
!

I Deploy sensitive instruments away from the lander.

I Each of these methods of operation abet the science value of the mission!
in different ways.

In Table 2 we present some of the requirements derived by comparing the

five basic operating modes given above with the five scientific questions posed

" in Table I.

Note that in reachin 8 a predetermined target such as a 8eolo$1c unit obser-

ved from orbit, the range of the rover must be equal to the size of the semimaJor

axis of the footprint. Of course, it is then possible to trade off ensineertn8

-i

12
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I ......................................... ..........

I TABLE 2 ROVER TASKS

,
BASIC REQUIREMENT DERIVED REQUIREMENTS

t

i

Reach Predetermined Target Descent Pictures
. _,
: Range Footprint

4 Min. Science: Imagery (Macro, Micro)
Geochemistry
Water Detector?

_ Other: Exploration Seek Outcrops, Boulders, Scarps,

Specific Land forms
? _ Min. Science: Imagery, Articulated Geochem-

" _ i istry, Derived Altimetry,
Physical Properties, Seismic

• _ Kamikaze?

Obtain Samples for Lander Imagery for Sample Documentation and Selec-
Instruments tion, Soil for Biology, Organic, Soil

Water (Temp. Excursion lO°C)

Geochemistry: Rocks 6 Each, 2-5 cm

Major Diameter

il Soll 3 Samples, 50 cc Each

Dual-Statlon Science Ranging and Timing Accuracy

.

i
.-f ,, ,
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i developments that reduce the footprint size against other developmp,lts that allow

_! an increase in rover range, at the minimum cost. Alternatively, one could target

the landing footprint to include several geologic units, and then proceed to the

nearest unit.

Samples collected by the rover should be as numerous and varied as practical.

: In our derived requirements we present a rather minimum requirement of six rocks

and three soil samples, the exact number being of course relatively arbitrary.

If the rover includes an active geochemistry experiment that monitors the soil

composition as the rover traverses the terrain, a simple computer algorithm

could be employed to determine whether the chemical composition is constant or

changing. Upon detecting a change, the rover might automatically stop and exe-

cute a sampling sequence. Any sampling system should also include the capability

to dump sam i' s upon command from Earth should it be decided that one or more

samples already obtained are of less value than those that are now available.

i Requirements for deploying instruments are not known and were not included!
in our baseline rover design, but estimates based on present studies are that

i they would be deployed 20 to I00 meters or more from the lander for the types of _
experiments that have so far been considered.

1 To obtain the greatest value from a science rover mission, it is desired to

I be able to react to the potential surprises that may greet the ground operating

crew. It is thus desired that the scientists be able to redirect the path of
?

, the rover as well as control in some detail the frequency of sampling, type of
?

_ samples obtained, and analysis performed.

; A certain amount of built-ln ad_ptative capability through onboard elec- ,

! tronic circuit operating modes will be necessary to guarantee the survlvability

I of the rover. This self-reliance includes the avoidance of terrain hazards and

i continued movement of the rover in a severe dust storm to avoid burial. Because
\ _ such capabilities must be included in the rover, it is possible that moderate

i additions these electronic functions be used enhance certain science
to can to

objectives.

14
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i Environmental Factors

, _ The Viking '79 Mission Environments are essentially the same as tho_e used

for the Viking '75 design except foJ. nuclear radiation, landing shock, and

,[ thermal. The impact of the potential uucte_r radiation and landing shock envir-

_ onmental changes are rather minor, whereas, the change in thermal environments

_/_i has a much greater impact on the design of mission hardware.
_ New RTG designs use fuel elements that are as "clean" as the SNAP-19 fuel

•_ elements and therefore should not produce neutron flux densities in excess of

i i those experienced on Viking '75. Confirmation of this preliminary evaluation
t

[ must be made during the AEC development program for new RTGs.

! The landing shock for Viking '79 has been evaluated and there appears to

I _ be three methods available for handling the change in landed mass. The flrstmethod is to leave the present Viking '75 landing legs unmodified, which will

i result in a decrease in lander clearance of approximately 4 cm. The second

_ - i method is to change the landing leg shock absorbing characteristics (new honey-
comb design) and thereby maintain the specified 22 cm clearance The third

method is to change the final descent rate from 2.4 m/s (8 it/see)to a lower

i value and compensate by adding approximately 0.9 kg (2 Ib) of propellant. Fur-

} ther studies must be performed to select one of these solutions and hence the

r ' actual landing shock.

I The anticipated Viking '79 mission thermal environments are summarized in

l i Tabl_. 3. Figure 3 presents a summary of the expected Viking '79 Mars surface

thermal extremes.

i The Viking "/9 trans-Mars cruise thermal environment is changed from the

l '75 mission by the addition of the rover. The rover carries its own RTG, there-

'i by Increasing the VLC internal heat load during cruise, and requires a thermaldesign that will reject most of the rover RTG heat to space.

I Thermal analysis has shown that the lander internal temperature will

increase approximately 6OK (10°F) above the Viking '75 level for the proposed

rover RTG heat rejection design.
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i Direct Solar 124213hr Diurnal Cycle) AtmosphericRadiation

_- PeakSolar Flux 710 Watts/m2 (225Btulhr-ft21 ///

' \\\ 117i

t
: Radiationto Space AtmosphericTemperature

i 147to 319°K 1-195to +llS°F)

!

i 4-- WindVelocity

0 to 40 mls 10to 130 ftls)

° \\\¢t

_ /// GroundIR
ReflectedSolar

GroundTemperature
_. 147to 319°K (-195to+llYF)

FIGURE 3 MARS SURFACE THERMAL ENVIRONMENTS (VIKING '79)
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Stowage on Lander

_- Design considerations that affect stowage of the rover on the lander also

determine the ultimate size of the rover. A study of the Viking '75 hardware

' configuration was performed and it established the constraints primarily ass,c-

• iated with the allowable mass, volume, and center of mass. These charaLteris-

1._-- tics were considered for the case of minimum entry capsule modification and also

i major modifications to consider those options wherein a rover might be used to

replace the lander science. The Vikin_ '75 entry capsule, shown in Figure 4, is

' the governing factor in determining the maximum rover envelope. The study, which

I, was performed on the entry capsule, revealed that, with the exception o_ a small '

i ' volume near the -Z axis, the only area available to locate the rover is at the+Z axis. An additional criterion established for stowing the rove_ _as to

_ that the for the be radius of 4.19
impose a requirement c.m. entry capsule on a

_ cm. The requirement is imposed so that the L/D ratio is established at 0.16.

Any deviation from this distance would require compensating ballast, which is

I

undesirable. A study of the center of mass constraint showed that should the

rover be located at the +Z axis, the center of mass offset could be maintained

near the required 4.19 cm. 'However, this moves the c.m. from -Z axis as it

exists on the Viking '75 across the centerline to the +g axis. The final rover

envelope, shown in Figure 4, was established by a lander modification requiring

a slight movement of the surface sampler. This change did not affect the per-

formance of the surface sampler. It is to be noted that this selected location

for rover stowage was also the one which required the least amount of ballast

to be added to achieve the _equlred c.m.

The selected baseline rover configuration will be stowed as shown in Figure

4. The rover will be structurally mounted to the lander body and will have a

minimum of 3.8 cm of dynamic clearance between any point on the rover and the

inside structural llne of the aeroshell. The rover will have a minimum of

\ 2,5 cm of dynamic clearance between any point on the rover and the inside struc-

tural llne of the base cover. The rover, although located on the +Z side of the

entry capsule, will not extend into the terminal engine plume. This location

provides the maximum available volume in the entry capsule for rover stowage.
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Launch Through End of Mission Performance Analysis
Trans-_rs performance capability. - The trans-Macs performance capability

for the Viking '79 rover mission is based upon tho Viking '75 launch vehicle and

" spacecrafL performance characteristics without change. The key operational

_ assumption impacting the 1979 mission opportunity performance is that both rover

_ missions will be flown to sites preselected from the results of the Mariner 9
and Viking '75 missions (i.e., major retargeting flexibility not required). In

_ addition, the_V budget has one component, _VSTAT , reduced from 175 m/s to I00

i m/s because of the favorable approach geometry associated with the 1979 mission

(similar to the Viking '75 Mission A).

These assumptions lead to the typical-launch date/arrival date performance

capability shown in Figures 5 and 6 for spacecraft mass-in-orbit increases of

•! 181._ kg (400 lb) and 272.2 kg (600 :tb), respectively. These masses are refer-
I

_ ended Lo those in the Occober 1973 Viking_ss Properties Report. The data in "

ij the figures show the excess_V still remaining in the spacecraft in orbit _fter

| performing all maneuvers _dentifled in theA V budget. The maximum allowable

mass-in-orbit increase for a 30-day launch period is 310.7 kg (685 lb)i
• Representative 1979 Mission A and B launch periods (10 days each, separated

by 10 days) a_e also shown on Figure 5 together with the associated operations

functional timelines from last midcourse correction to touchdown. The timelines

are identical to the current Viking '75 Mission A timelines. As shown in the

figure, encounter date separation between the two missions of 25 days minimizes

functional overlap in the operations timelines for the dual mission. _

Lander deorbit performance capability constraints. - The lander deorbit per-

formnce cspabillty, coupled with the spacecraft ann entry system capabilities,

! lJmlt_ the allowable mass-in:orbit of the lander/rover system. The assumptions

I used in the analysis are that the orbit control capability (i.e., position and

_! size relative to the-desired landing site) is identical to that being_used in .
Viking '7§, and that the deorbit propulsion subsystem and aeroshell characteris-

tics are identical to the curr_nt Viking '75 capabilities. _

20
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These lead to the corridor characteristicsassumptions representative entry

' ] shown in Figure 7. Combining these data with the Viking '75 orbiter position

! ' and _riapsis control capability and deorbit performance leads to the entry mass

, i limits shown in Figure 8. The minimum alloeable_V D is 147 m/s. This corre-

, sponds to a maximum allowable entry mass of 1145.3 kg (2525 lb) or a maximum

• -. 233.6 kg (515 Ib) charged to theallowable delta mass-in-orbit of lander/rover

i i_:T. compared to the spacecraft _apability of 310.7 kg (685 Ib) .
: S

_ £ntry-to-touchdown performance capability. - The entry-to- touchdown perform-

* " ance analysis is based on maintaining the Viking '75 aeroshell (entry) and para-

chute mortar fire maximum dynamic pressure constraints. In addition the assump-

tion is made that the atmosphere (density) and terrain height uncertainties in

1979 will be one-half of those used in 1975, based on Viking '75 and Russian

mission data. The most adverse half of the Viking '75 atmosphere uncertainty

b_nd has been assumed (i.e., MLt_Ps/MEAN).

- These constraints, coupled with the heavier entry masses, result in a new :

(near) optimum nominal L/D of 0.16 for the 1979 mission, including the effect

of the Viking '75 ba_ncing uncertainty of LID +0.02.

!

! The only variation from Viking '75 performance capability used in this

analysis is that a pressurant tank and regulator are combined with the existing

- terminal descent propulsion system to provide a pressure regulated system to

- achieve the additional average thrust necessary to land the additional mass. i

in addition, the demonstrated engine test performance has been used rather than

the current specification thrust. All other Viking '75 vernier propulsion and

, guidance system characteristics have been used in determining the entry-to-touch-

down performance capability.

The resultant entry-to-touchdown performance cepabil-lty is summarized in

Table 4 and compared with current mass estimates (which include 20 percent con-

\ tingency for n_w hardware). A sizeable margin exists _t each entry phase.
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TABLE 4 VIKING '79 VLC PERFORMANCE CAPABILITY

CAPABILITY CURRENT ESTIMATE

kg (lb) kg (lb)

Landed Dry Mass 745.7 (1644) 719.4 (1586)

Total Landed Mass 758.4 (1672) 732.i (1614)

Mass at Vernier Ignition 839.1 "(1850) 812.8 (1792)

Mass on Parachute 950.7 (2096) 924.4 (2038)

Mass at Entry 1145.3 (2525) 1130.8 (2493)

Separated Mass 1224.2 • (2699) 1209.7 (2667)

VI_ Loaded Mass 1351.3 (2979) 1336.7 (2947) -
p_

Landing site accessibility. - Landing site accessibility is constrained "

only_in latitude, Any longitude can be acquired by orbit timing maneuvers

before lander deorbit. Latitude constraints are derived from the following:
0

- Mars orbit insertion (MOI) performance capability,

- Sun elevation=angles st touchdown (SEATD). Angles between 15 to 65

degrees are required for good predeorbit landing site pictures fro-

orbit.

= Orbiter power constraint with lander attached, No orbiter sun occul =

ration allowed for 50 days after MOI. -=
%

- Direct command and telemetry link geometry (Martian surface-to=Earth). '_

- Thermal limits on lander or rover.

Thermal constraints are discussed in the preceding paragraphs and in Volume II. ...._ __

Remaining constraints are discussed in the follow paragraphs.

The latitude constraints imposed by the forementioned first three factors

are shown in Figure 9 as a function of mass to orbit. The maximum Northern ..

and Southern latitudes are constrained by the low SEATD limit for both Mission

26 .......
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A and B. The is eliminated theequatorial region by orbiter power constraint
|

for Mission A, and by the SF_TD 65 degrees constraint for Mission B. At the

| current _mass = 219 kg (483 Ib) estimate, latitudes between approximately 60°N

to 70°S can be acquired with the equatorial region between 4ON to 20°5 eliminated.

Relaxation of the prelanding imagery and communications constraints allows land-

ing at the South Pole. _i

_ _.-_7 The requirement for direct communications between the lander and Earth

further constrains the maximum Northern and Southern latitudes. The character-

istics used in defining these constraints are as follows:

- Minimum of 2.5 hours link time per day

- High gain antenna (HGA) operating over a 10-degree elevation mask

- Low gain (command) antenna (LGA) half power beam width of 170 degrees

- Lander located on an adverse slope of 15 degrees

- Viking '75 radio performance

- Links required for full 90-day mission over both HGA and LGA.Y

. The resultant communication constraints on landing site latitude are pre-

sented in Figure I0. Mission A will be constrained between 60°N and 53°S.

Mission B is constrained between 53°N and 57°S. All constraints are a result
\

of the LC_ limits. Northern latitudes are constrained by links at the end of

mission, and Southern latitudes are constrained by conditions at touchdown.

If the slope assumption is relaxed, the latitude bands can be increased approx-

imately _I0 degree. ..

Special Rover Sys,tem Considerations

A major factor that influenced the rover conceptual designs was the rover

\ power source. Prior studies indicated_that travel beyond 0.5 to 1.0 km from

the lander would require the rover to have an independent electrical power source

because batteries to power such traverses would be excessively large. Solar

panels were ruled out as a power source due to uncertain wind and dust condlt.lons.
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Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTGs) offered the oLlly acceptable source
for the thousands of watt-hour3 required to support traverses over tens of kil-

ometers. Accordingly, data on potential rover RTGs for a 1979 launch were

, requested from the AEC. Preliminary data from the AEC indicated such RTGs could

be fabricated and that they would probably produce on the order of 3.3 electri-

I cal watts per kg (1.5 watts per ib) and 16 thermal watts for each electrical

; watt. These figures were used in defining the rover concepts examined during

the study. Detailed information relative to these studies has been included as
i

; Appendix B, Volume II.
I

i
Constraints imposed by the Viking Lander Capsule (VLC) cruise thermal con-

trol system influenced the design of the RTG-equipped rovers. During Earth-Mars

cruise, the thermal output of the rover's RTG cannot be transmitted to the entire|

2 _ ; capsule without overheating some of the lander subsystems; therefore, a decision

i i was made to design all rover candidates so the rover's RTG would be located to-
• ward the outer edge of the capsule. An insulating shield would then be used to
l

| keep the bulk of the rover RTG heat away from the rest of the capsule and to

+ + reflect the heat to a portion of the base cover especially blackened to radiate

this excess heat to space. '

A NASA Science Plan_ing Group examined science objectives and payloads for

advanced Mars missions. This activity influenced the study by providing rover

and lander payload recommeadations to NASA/LRC and MMC at the midpoint of the

study. These payload recommendations were integrated in the guidelines for the

P study and the final selected rover and lander concepts reflect this group's

recommendations.

Another major factor that influenced rover concepts was the Viking '75

Project from which Viking '79 will be derived. Throughout tae study, technica_

results and program plan: were reviewed by Viking '75 personnel at NASA/LRC and

\ MMC. These reviews produced a number of decisions, the most significant of

which was the decision at midterm to proceed with configurations incorporating

Viking '75-class electronics with all electronic subsystems packaged in a single

housing that also serves as the thermal control compartment. This concept was

selected over concepts incorporating hybrldizable microelectronics and concepts

'+ _ +'° 30
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4 iwith Viking '75-class electronics packaged in individual boxes, with the boxes

then installed in a thermally-controlled compartment as on Viking '75

Viking '75 personnel also contributed to the study by a_sessing the various 1

lander modifications available to increase the landed mass capabillty in 1979 I

to accommodate the rover system. Their assessment led to recommendations to

alter.atmospheric uncertainties in a conservative manner based on the assumption

that Viking '75 data will decrease the atmospheric uncertainties. These per-

sonnel also reviewed and approved proposed modifications to the terminal descent

propulsion system. These modifications were required to land the selected rover

system mass.

i These influences are reflected throughout the subsequent chapters that
cover candidate definition, subsystem analyses, and the baseline concept

selected.

\
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4. CANDIDATE ROVER CONCEPTS

L

A wide range of rover concepts were considered during the course of this

study, limited primacily by the mass and volume constraints of tL_eViking

_ Lander Capsule. Small tethered rovers were eliminated eaLly in the study _s not

. l_ providing a sufficient increase in scientific data returns over a Viking lander

_ Also eliminated as being too ambitious for a 1979 mission were the lacge, fully

_ autonomous rovers with the capability to travel hundreds of kilometers over the

_ Martian surface. _

i _ The constraints placed on the rover design at the onset of the study
_ centered around using the Viking '75 spare and proof-test lander capsules as

|1

vehicles for carrying the rover to the Martian surface in 1979. The inclusion

of a rover should require minimal modifications to the lander systems, and should _-

i !_ • be stowed in the capsule in such a way that entry performance is not degraded. _i
_ The rover must be capable of operating in the environments and under the same

_ surface conditions for which the lander is designed.

Preliminary concepts. - The rover concepts considered early in the stud_

were designed to bound the parameters, and to provide alternates that could |_e

_ _ traded off to arrive at a baseline concept. This set of concepts consistad of

. two classes of rovers, one of which was completely dependent n the lander for !

its command, control, _nd data handling, and the second class operated I

independently of the lander after off=loading, communicating to he Earth via !

the orbiter, and receiving commands directly from the Earth. Each of these I

classes was subdivided Into three configurations• The first of thes_ i

configurations carried a minimum payload and required no chonge_ to the _ander !

science. The third configuration carried a maximum science payload, with all of i

' the lander science removed, and the second configuration fell between these _

extremms. As anticipated, each of the six configurations has drawbacks, bat as

a group, they provided the da_a for trade off to develop a b_seline concept. _ ,

_I trades = These trades can generally be classified as follows • !

_ Operational requirements and constr_lats = such as operating out of the 1

range of the lander, communlcatin_ through the lander, orbiter or both, and the

_. 33
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effects of Lhe long co,ununications delay for Earth commands.

! Level of technology - the use of available hardware, existing designs and,j
" Viking '75 piece parts, or some level of advanced technology.

' Configuration Considerations - effects Of lander interfaces, and the mobility

i and thermal designs on the configuration.

_| t _-=_ Additional landed mass various methods investigated to increase this

1 capability, e.g._ propulsion thrust level, regulated tanks, and parachute size. |

, Subsystem_ level trades. - _ny subsystem level trades were also conducted,

bcth in support of the system trades, and others which were internal to the sub-
r

system. These included: j
" : Mobility - number of body compartments_ types of traction elements,, steering '

| components, wheel designs, and drive motors.

P_wer - Centralized or decentralized system for power conversion and

_ _ t distribution, and power bus voltage level. _
_ Thermal covtrol - various design approaches, including thermal switch(es),

radiators, and pumped fluid systems. !

: Communications - number and types of links between the rover lander

.... orbiter, and Earth, and the carrier frequency of each link.

" Data handl_ng - centralized or decentralized data processing, and the

I amount of data stor_Jge required to. include in the rover.

I !_avigat/on - type of heading reference to use, and number and type of
£

hazard sensors, i

Control sequencer - perform control function in the lander computer (GCSC) |

Jor provide a rovrr sequencer.

Cff-loading mechanisms - four different concepts considered.

The results of these subsystem trades are described in the Baseline

Description section of this volume. ,
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i i_ Midterm perferred configurations. - The early configurations and the system

and s_bsystem trades were to develop a first baseline configuration,
used

• _ i
_j _ referred to as the Midterm preferred configuration, shown in Figure 11. This

rover, with a total mass of 72 kg (159 lb), carries a 10 kg (23 lb) science

payload, has a design range of 50 ka,, and operates either with the lander or

| • _ through the orbiter (independent of the lander). All electronics are integrated
_._ into a single assembly and hybridized microelectronics are used to minimize the

rover mass. Many oi the characteristics of the concept were carried over to

z the final baseline configuration.

! _ Minimum lander change_concept. - Another concept was considered in an

_ attempt to minimize the change to the lander. A rover was designed to fit

t "around" the existing lander components, requiring only that the stowage and

off-loading equipment be added, but with no further change_ to the lander.

Although this is a feasible design, its asymmetrical chassis requires more

thermal control power, less efficient packaging, critical wheel deployments and

• , a resulting 4.5 kg (10 lb) mass penalty; therefore, this concept was not

pursued further.

Midterm preferred configuration with Viking '75 type electronics. - A

! brief study was undertaken to determine the effect of replacing the hybrid

: electronics with Viking '75 devices, and maintaining the integrated packaging

; concept. The result was a mass increase of approximately 13 ks (29 Ib),.but

; one that eliminates the d_velopment risks associated with the hybrid components.

_ Baseline configuration. - The final baseline configuration combined the

midterm-preferred configuration, the use of Viking '75 type electronics, and

the incorporation of the Rasool Committee science payload. It is described iu

the following section this report.

!
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5. BASELINE ROVER SELECTION AND DESCRIPTION

Baseline Rover Selection

The baseline rover configuration was selected through a process of study-

ing different configurations as discusse4 in Votu_e II. Eacl: of these config-

urations was based on a different set of criteria. The study and evaluation

of this wide variety of configurations was valuable in that we were able to

assess the inherent advantages and disadvantages of each and select a baseline

configuration that contains the largest number of desirable features, l

The maximum rover mass [107.95 kg (238 Ib_ and volume [116 000 cc

(7080 cu in._ are provided in the baseline configuration as determined from

these studies. The baseline configuration also has the capability to operate

through the lander or through the orbiter. From our lander-dependent rover

studies it was determined that insufficient power was available to perform

rover guidance and navigation computations on board the lander, therefore, the

baseline rover is capable of performing these functions On board. Further,

the rover was constrained to operate within a 6 to 7 km range of the lander. _"_"

It was determined that the science mission would be greatly enhanced by the

capability to leave the lander and examine areas outside the landing footprint.

This eliminated all lander-dependent configurations and focused our attention

on lander-independent or orbiter-dependent rovers that used an orbiter/rover

UIIF link for commands and data. Evaluation of thls_class of rovers pointed

out the need for a large amount of data storage on board the rover to allow _.

the collection of imagery data at various times during the day. (The large _%

data storage capacity on board the lander was used for this "purpose in the

lander-dependent rovers.) Studies of the lander-independent rovers concluded L"

that the mass and yolume for _ 5 to I0 M-bit data storage unit was not avail- _ _

able on board the rover. Thus the selec_-_d baseline rover is configured so

it can communicate with both the lander and orbiter providing the capability _-_= i

to take imaging data at various times during the day when near the lander and

to leave the lander and explore distant'areasof 40 _to 50kin range, taking k

pictures in real time only when in co_nication with the orbiter. J _ '"_
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i The baseline rover contains the 21 kg (46 lb) science payload recommendedby the Rasool Committee, which provides the capability to perform scientific
J

analysis of the wide variety of surface samples available within range of the

rover.
I

The candidate vehicles in Volume II feature either hybridized C-HOS micro-
4.
7 " electronics or Viking '75 electronics technology for use in the bulk of the

* rover's electronic subsystem. Viking '75 electronics technology was selected]
T

! for the baseline vehicle to minimize developmental risks.

, _ A summary description of the baseline rover and its performance charact_.r- ;
!

istics are described in the following paragraphs. The baseline rover block _'

i _ diagram is shown in Figure 12.

--] Sciencepayload description. - A typical payload has been selected by

NASA for detailed study of its implementation into the selected rover design.i

{llii] . - Th's payload, the characteristics of which are listed in Table 5, consists

basically of an X-ray diffractometer system with grinder, an Alpha Backscatter

Geochemical instrument, a sample scoop that is capable of obtaining rock and

soil samples, and a storage mechanism by which samples may be retained and

transferred to the lander sampling assembly on return of the rover to the land- ,

er. The imagery system specified is a Viking '75 lander camera. No attempt

.... _ has been made at this point to improve the resolution of this cameraby the |
addition of external magnifier optics. It will provide adequate data for In-

terpretation of the environment in which the rover finds itself but will not

provide all geologic information desired on rock structure or soil particle

shapes. The camera will have the capability to take panoramic pictures by _-

taking a picture, moving from one to several meters, and taking another picture.

In this manner, a stereo pair" can be generated from which it w£11 be possible

to determine relative distances of observed land forms and features. The pay- !

load list showa in Table 5 includes the pertinent physical characteristics of
\

the instruments as they are presently known. The total mass of this payload

is 20.9 kg (46 lb). Power consumption varies enormously depending upon the

mode of operation; hcwever, in no case is it necessarY to operate more than .o

: one instrument at a time. Therefore,-the camera, diffractometer, and the grind- _

er, which require high power levels, can be operated sequentially to prevent "
L

v
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overload of the power supply. Data requirements are relatively minimal except

_| for the alpha backscatter spectrometer and the camera. The alpha backscatter
!

data analysis will require about 80 percent of the rover data storage capacity

: , per analysis. A single low resolution camera picture of dimensions 25° in azi-I

muth by 20° in elevation also will require approximately 80 percent of the data
|J

i _._-7_. storage capacLty. Therefore, it will not be possible to operate and store data
from Ooth experiments without an intervening communication link to either the

_ ' lander or orbiter. In fact, most picture taking must be made via one of these

1 i two direct communication links with real time transmission of data as it is

taken by the cameras. This limits picture taking, except for the small pic-

iliii__ _ tures mentioned above, to times of the day when coverage by the lander or the

orbiter is possible.

:4'_: yses in its measurements. Another X-ray fluorescence option is included, how-

!!_i-_i ever, and is based upon the XRFS technique presently employed on the Viking

| '75 lander. This system can analyze an unlimited number of samples, requires

only 15 minutes to perform the _ lalysis, ahd generates a relatively small num-

ber of bits per analysis.

Several X-ray diffractometer designs are available and the 4.5 kg (I0 lb)

..... allotment is in the range of most proposed approaches. The design considered

_ in the present study, however, does not include the cryogenic detector approach

recently proposed, but could be modified to do so. Analysis by the dlffrac-

tometer is relatively slow unless this cryogenic approach is selected. |

A grinder has been incorporated to prepare the surface materla_ for geo-

chemical analysis. Another potential use of this design approach is that it

may be capable of transmitting sufficient energy through the rover body and

wheels to the ground to be detected by the lander seismometer. This would

\ provide some capability of probing the subsurface in the vicinity of the

lander.

In Figure 13 we see the integrated rover science package. Prominent is

the sample scoop, which acquires samples by being lowered to the surface and

collects material as the rover drives forward. If grinding is desLred, a cup

0 •
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is then positioned over the grinder, and through actuation of a cam the mate-

rial is dropped into the grinder After grinding is completed, the material\4 •

! ; is passed into a lower sample cup that mates with the diffractometer system

; and also can be positioned below the alpha backscatter analysis system. The

surface sampler from the Viking lander can place a receptacle beneath the chute

and the sample can thereby be transferred to the lander sampler arm and thence

to lander instruments for subsequent analysis.
|

This payload contributes to a variety of science objectives of interest.

As it is capable of collecting samples and returning them to the lander, any

i number of potential analyses such as soil water, biological, and organic anal-

yses can be performed on samples obtained great distances from the lander. A

mission operations tradeoff will be to compare the yalue of having the rover

' return tothe lander for sample transfer versus the desirability of exploring

_ven more territory. As the rover contains an imagery system, an inorganic _

analysis system, and a mineralogic analysi_J system, it can obtain a wealth of

pertinenB information on the surface characteristics of Mars at any location.

Thus, _ven when it is not practical to return to the lander because of distance

or intervening hazards, the rover will remain as an excellent science platform

in itself from which to conduct exploration of the planet. With the types of

instrumentation included it will be possible to address a large number of the

scientific questions that can now be posed as to the origin and evolution of

the Martian surface.

_ Rover system layout. - The baseline rover is shown in the stowed position

and operational configuration in Figure i. The Viking entry capsule defines

the maximum rover dimensions. The rover is stowed above the No. 2 terminal

descent engine in the lander capsule with the wheels in the operational track

width and wheel base position (i.e., wheel deployment is not required). The

rover RTG is located at the aft end of the rover so when stowed the RTG is

near the base cover and RTG heat generated during cruise can be radiated to

space.

The rover is stowed with the forward wheels compressed 4 cm'againse the

top of the lander. The baseline rover has 52 cm diameter wheels. This diam-

i_i! eter was determined by the 22 cm rock clearance criteria and a 4 cm combination
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of wheel compression and sinkage into soft surfaces. The rover has a wheel
I

_i base of 60 cm and a tra,_k width of 60 cm. The major rover assemblies are a

' science compartment, a thermally-controlled electronics compartment, a m_bility

, : subsystem, and an RTG. The baseline rover has the two front axles fixed to the

chassis and the rear axle is articulated on a roll pivot aft of the RTG. The

i_ rover equipment arrangement is shown in Figure I. The thermally-controlled

: compartment contai_IS the electronic equipment, the communication equipment,

the gyro, the camera duster, and the battery. The science compartment is also

, thermally-controlled but it has a wider temperature limit band. Due to volume

and mass constraints, a concept o_ integrated electronics packaging was used

in the baseline rover configuration.

! ,
i The integrated packaging concept removes the cases from the electronic• boxes and mounts the printed circuit and component boards directly to the

I chassis. All the subsystems requiring electronic components, with the excep-, tion of the communication equipment and the science sensors, are packaged in

the integrated electronics mouule. All the boards within this module are in-

. terwired. All wires terminating at other components such as science sensors

° and communication will have harnesses terminating with plugs. The boards in

the electronics module are 16 x 33 cm spaced at 1.25 cm. A typical cross

section through the rover showing a concept of how the boards would be mounted

is shown in Figure 14.

The rover's aluminum chassis is inside the insulation. The chassis con-

sists of two side beams, an isothermal plate with heat pipes bonded to the

plate, two end bulkheads, and a top plate. The science compartment is support-

e6 from the forward bulkhead, the forward axles are supported from the side

beams, and the RTG, the thermal switch, and the rear axle pivot are supported

from the aft bulkhead.

\ The function of the thermal switch is to couple or uncouple the chassis

thermally from the RTG. The thermal switch has an actuator located on the

isothermal plate and a contactor between the aft bulkhead and the RTG. The

RTG will be mounted from the aft bulkhead with a thermal isolator. The Insu-

latlon around the thermally-controlled compartment is 2.54 cm thick. A thin

,°:_ 44
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! glass phenolic cover protects the insulation and maintains a controlled insu-

lation thickness. The protective cover is supported by non-metal standoffs

: that are attached to the chassis. Brackets that penetrate the insulatio_ to

, support the front axles, the rear axle pivot, and the antenna support will be

constructed from titanium to minimize the heat leak through these penetrations.

: The UHF antenna will be deployed with a Stacer spirally-wound, self extend-

ing tube. The rover camera will be deployed after landing and before elf-

loading the rover. The camera will be mounted to the camera deployment mecha-

nism. The mechanisms will be a simple hinge joint driven by a motor system.

The camera will be held in the stowed position by a hot wire pin puller. In

i the operational position the mechanism will be locked in place by a spring-

loaded latch. Five radioisotope heating units will be mounted in the latch&

| plate. With the heaters in this position, the heaters will only supply heat

i to the camera when the camera deployment mechanism is ac ,,_ted.

Baseline Rover Subsystems

Mobility subsystem. - The mobility subsystem concept selected for the

baseline rover is illustrated in Figure 15. Figure 16 illustrates a potential

wheel/mutor design incorporating a Viking '75 surface sampler elevation motor

inside a wheel derived from the Apollo Lunar Rover Vehicle wheel. Table 6

summarizes the parameters of the concept that was selected for the 108 kg

(238 Ibm) baseline vehicle based on the mobility subsystem analyses and trade

studies discussed in Volume II.

The wheel shown in Figure 16 will produce sinkage of less than 2 cm 4

(0.8 in) in the worst-case surface material, loess. This occurs with an aver-

age contact pressure of 0.5 N/cm 2 (0.74 ib/in2), which essumes (for each wheel

on loess) a contact area i0 cm (3.9 in) wide by 20 cm (7.8 in) long and a ver-

tical load of I00 N (23 ib).

Power subsystem. - The power subsystem consists of those components that

provide electrical power to the rover and It consists of three major components,

namely, an RTG, a batteryD and a Power Control Unit (PCU). The RTG is a 20-

watt end-of-llfe GFE unit. The battery that will be used for the rover uses

46
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_ TABLE 6 BASELINE ROVER MOBILITY SUBSYSTEM PARAMETERS

: ks (Ibm)

Mass (I Wheel Unit):
#

: Dr ivemotor 0.90 (2.00)
k_eel 1.36 (3.00)

i:- 8:1 Output Gearing 0.15 (0.33)
_ -.,_--_-" Axle 0.12 (0.26)

Motor Mount 0.05- (0.I0)

! Bushing/Seal 0.0____33 (0.06)

i Total 2.61 (5.75)

Mass (4 Wheel Units) _ 10.4 kg (23.0 Ibm)

| Wheel Diameter _ 52.0 cm (20.5 in)

. _ Treadwldth 60.0 cm (23.6 in)Ground Clearance :

On Loess 21.0 cm ( 8.3 in)

On Harder Surfaces 23.0 cm ( 9,1 in)

"- t Vertical Load/Wheel I00.0 N (23.0 lb)

Nominal Power Consumption 6.5 Watts

(Loess, 0° Slope)

Nominal Operating Velocity 88.0 meters/hour (292.0 ft/hr)

Maximum Slope Capability 5 ° less than natural angle
of repose

Roll Stability Limit 40° |

I, Pitch Stability Limit 60 °

Steering: |

\ Type Scuff

Nominal Turning Rate 1.6 deg/sec
I

I' !
I
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the existing Viking '75 NiCd battery cells, packaged into a 15-volt battery

(12 cells). The PCU contains all the electronics for conditioning the RTC out-

puts, battery charging, providing regulated voltages, and providing the'elec-

tronics for driving all motors, solenoids, and pyrotechnics.

The primary features of the power _ubsystem are:

- 480 watt hours (at 5 volts) of electrical energy is available each

day from a GFE RTG;

- Battery energy storage is 120 watt-hours;

- Regulated voltages are provided to all rover electronics;

t - 5 volts are taken directly from the RTG to power all 5_volt circuits;

I - Rover bus voltage is set at 15 volts; -

i
:_ - Power loads are switched as required to minimize power consumption; _-

_! - Fault protection is provided to minimize i_pact of loss of science

experiments due to circuit _ failures in other science instruments;

- Twenty percent power margin is provided in the system capability.

Physical characteristics of the _ power subsystem are:

- The battery is packaged in its own case and together with the load

bank has a _ass of 6.8 kg (15 lb);

The RTC mass is 5.5 kg (12 lb),

The power control unit,, which is packaged with the In't'egrated electronics

assembly, has a mass of 3,2 kg (7 lb) and |.s on fire'printed wiring boards, _._

Thermal control. - The final rover thermal design is as shown in Figure

17, Those components that cannot survive the Hats surface envi_onn.._nt_ and - ./.

do not, by operational necessity, have to be mounted external to the rover, _/_ _- -

are located in a thermally-controlled compartment. The R_@ carried by the

rover for electrical power is also used for thermal energy, A thermal switch .... _

coLttrols the flow of heat from the RT@ to the rover thermally-controlled com-

partment, The thermal compartment is insulated with low density fiberglass :

"t

50 c i_/_:-/'
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i
1 insvlation to minimize the compartment heat loss. The RTG heat is distributed

_i internally to the thermal compartment by a heat pipe equipment mounting plate
!
" (isothermal plate). The mass of the thermal components is 5 kg (II Ib).

#

Communications. - The communications subsystem consists of those compo-

i nents that allow the rover to communicate with either the orbiter or the

i_-=- lander. The system consists of an antenna, a diplexer, a transmitter, and a

receiver. Transmission from the rove_ to either the orbiter or the lander

occurs at a UHF frequency of 405 _ and receives from the orbiter or lander

, _ at a frequency of 381HSz. The modulation scheme is a non-coherent, wideband
o ,

FSK system. Rover-to-lander communications will use a :over transmitter power

fo 2 watts that will allow the rover to operate at a maximum radius from the

" lander of 2 kin. When transmitting to the orbiter, the rover _ill use a 20-

watt RF power mode and maintain link times of approximately 25 minutes. The

! rover/orbiter link duration will be improved over Viking '75 because a two-way

transmission exists and the link does not depend on a specific time for turn

r| _ on. The capabillty exists to transmit and receive simultaneously. Data rates

will be 16 kbs.

.... The rover antenna has two pattern modes to allow it tO communicate with

both the lander and the orbiter. By controlling the phase of the signal

- _i applied to the turnstile elements, directivity in either the vertical plane

or the horizontal plane is obtained. Rover-to-lander communication of up to

2 km range can be obtained by deploying the rover antenna 1.7 m above the

surface.

The transmitter and receiver will be packaged in their own case and will

be mounted inside the thermally-controlled compartment. The antenna will be

st_ed before launch and will be deploye_ when the rover is activated on the

surface of Mars. The communication subsystem mass is 5.9 kg (13 lb).

\ Data handlirg and vrocessing. - The data handling and processing subsys-

tem consists of those components that collect and process data and consists

of a data processor, a 250 kilobit memory, and temperature transducers. A

centralized data processing system is used wherein circuits to multiplex,

signal condition, analos_o:digital conversion, formatting, and data storage

i i
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are common to all data sources. These da_a sources include engineering data J

and all science instrument data. A total of five formats are provided for col-

lecting data. Format construction is compatible with Viking '75 formats and
o

synchronization schemes. Outputs to the UHF trailsmitter are biphase coded with

alternate bits complementing. Data rates are 16 kbs or 4 kbs with data rates

being accurate and stable to __0.01Z with a time jitter less than 360 nano-

seconds.
3

The Data Processor and Hemory are packaged on 12 printed wiring boards as

part of the integrated electronics assembly. Total mass of the data handling __

and processing subsystem is 5.5 kg (12 lb).

Navigation. - The navigation subsystem includes the sensors required for

navigation and hazard avoidance. The navigation sensors Include sensors for

heading and distance. For hazard avoidance, sensors are Included to detect _

rocks, holes, and adverse slopes, and to measure the angle between the articu-

lated axle and the chassis.

The selected heading sensor is a directional gyro (DO) with a gyrocompas-

sing capability, which provides an initial heading reference error "of less than ..,.

35 mrad (2 ° ) in the gyrocompassing mode, and a drift rate of less than 0.72

rad/sec (0.15°/hr) while traversing in the DO mode. The estimated package

mass is 2.3 kg (5 lb) and consumes 3 watts while operating.

Four odometers, one per wheel, were selected as the slmplest n_thod of

measuring distance. Each odomater is of the cam and microswftch type, provid-

ing 8 pulses per resolution of wheel motion. All four odometers are summed

and averaged in calculating distance traveled. :_,_

Two-axis linear incllnometers provide rover attitude information required '_

both in the navigational calculations and to avoid excessive slopes. Simbte [_i_-"_ _

, pendulous potentiometer devices will be used to minfmi2e the mass and powe r t:_:_!!i!ii_iflil_ _'-required, qusntization of the A/D converter will be approximately 17.5 mrad

(1 °) While the functional r_quirement for slope stability Is 0;78 tad (45o_ I _=_'_:i a/_

the actual limit will be a variable, computed based on the traction coefficient ,\ :_ _:/_/>i_
of the soil. ...... ,_' ,_.
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i Simple bumpers and microswi_ches will be used to detect nonnegotiable\ rocks.

The most difficult hazard to detect is a crevice. Unfortunately, crevices

'" are also more dangerous to the vehicle than other obstacle types. The baseline..,

: system is of the non-contact type, namely reflected energy intensity ranging.

i _ This consists of a source of X-ray energy, detectors, and electronics.
associated

X I The electronics are packaged as two boards in the integrated electronics assem-
J

; _ bly.

I i
i ! Control. - The control sequencer and memory provides total control of the
; _ rover operations, including navigation, science instrument sequencing, power

] j switching, and data processing instructions. More specifically the system

j provides the capabilLty to:

-_ - Navigate from point A to point B, using heading, distance, and rover

attitude information. Included are such special features as hill

climbing (steepest ascent) and contour following (constant altitude).

- Avoid havards such as non-negotiable rocks, holes wider than 0.6 of-

a wheel diameter and local slopes of greater than a calculated maximum.

- Compute the traction coefficient of the soil being traversed. This

is then used to define the maximum slope that can be safely negotiated

by the rover.

- Control the power sequencingTto-rover equipment, based ona predefined

or s_t_f-formulated sequence of events, ground commands, and rover

events.

- Issue commands to the rover data processor to control the formatting

and sequencing of the data processing and transmission.

- Issue command sequences for all science instruments to control their

movements, sample rates, and transmission of their data to the data

processor.

. - Modify the rover's predefined operational sequence, based on hasards

or interesting science detected by the science instruments while

traversing.

54
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_" The baseline sequencer and memory (CSM) consists of approximately 14,000

!_. _ words of C/MDS read-only memory, 2000 words of C/MOS random access memory, a |

_ microprocessor and the associated I/0. These C/MOS devices, operating at a

_' 500 kIIzclock frequency are used to minimize the power required. Word length
•_ is 8 bits and the sample interval is less than one second. The CSM is pack-

l;i !aged as five boards in the integrated electronics assembly.

Rover masses and volumes. - Table 7 is a mass breakdown for the baseline
]

rover. The rover subsystem totals 90.26 kg (199 Ib) including 20.87 kg (46 Ib) |

of science, with 20 percent of the total allocated for contingency. The total • i

|baseline rover mass is 107.95 kg (238 Ib). Table 8 incorporates this rower

i plus the baseline lander science changes, the lightweight RTGs, and the regu-

lated propulsion system to arrive at a landed dry mass of 719.25 kg (1586 Ib).

Tables 9 and i0 use this landed mass, builds the masses up to the total launch

mass, and compares these masses to Viking '75 masses. Table II is a tabulation

_ _ of the volume and masses of the rover components.

System Performance Summary

Rover subsystems described in preceding paragraphs provide the capability

: of performing a scientific mission, navigating and controlling the mobility of

the rover, and establishing communications with either the orbiter or the lander_

The extent to which lny of these functions can be performed with the selected

hardware are limited primarily by the amount of power available on a daily

basis.

Design margins for the rover include 20 percent in the areas of mass,

volume, and power.

i

Table 12 summrizes the primary features and performance characteristics

for the rover.
\

• Additional performance features ere described in the following paragraphs.

Power performance. - - The maximum power requirements occur during traverse

(mobile mode) or during the science mode. A power analysis was performed to
,

determine the energy requirements during the opersting modes. This analysis
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|" TABLE 8 BASELINE VIKING '79 MASSES (WT)

!4 kg , (Ib)
Lander Additions

•: Stowage & Deployment 12.25 (27)

_ Communication 3.17 (7)

_:_, Relocate Equipment 0.45 (I)

;_ Thermal O. 91 (2)

•.. New Biology 16.33 (36)

X-Ray Diffractometer 7.26 (16)

" New RTG 17.24 (38)

i Reg. Propulsion System 9.98 (22)

67.59 (149)

Contingency (20%) 13.15 (29) __

" 80.74 (178)

i!
Lander Deletions

i Camera -6.80 (-15)

[_ Meteorology -4.54 -I0)

_i XRFS -2.27 (- 5)

Biology -17.24 (-38)

V'75 RTG System -37.19 (-82)

i -68.04 (-150)

Total Rover 107.95 (238)

Lander Additions 80.74 (178) '"_

188.69 (416)

Lander Deletions -68.04 - (150) .

120.65 (266

! V '75 Anticipated Larded Mass 598.74 (1320)

V '79 Landed Dry 719.39 (1586)
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TABLE 12 ROVER FEATURES AND PERFORMANCE SL_%RY

SURFACE OPERATION

22 cm Rock Clearance

SLoble_on 19° Slopes (Including 22 cm Rocks)

Pitch Stability Limit >60 °

Roli Stability Limit >40 °

Detects and Avoids Slopes

5° <Natural Angle of Repose
Detects and Avoias Crevices/Holes>0.6 Wheel Diameter

Detects and Avoids Rocks >22 cm Under Body

Soil - Operates on all MEM Soils

Speed >80 M/Hr (Forward and Reverse) _';
Braking - Stops in<5 cm, Holds Position (Power off) on Sl_pes 30°

Turns - Scuff Steering (Pivots in Place)
Survives Thermal Environment at any Point on the Planet

Operates Independent of Lander
Mission Limited to Orbiter/Rover Life

Move >500 M/Day t

PHYSICAL FEATURES
z

Payload - 20.87 kg Science

Rover System Weight - 107.96 kg
Rover Body: 40 cm Wide x ii0 cm Long x 26 cm Deep
Wheelbase = 60 cm

Track = 60 cm

Three Point Attachment to Lander

One Point Attachment to Deployment Mechanism
Wheel Spin and Motion Detectors
Wind Detector

Deployment - on Slopes <+ 19°
Soil Collector

Deployable Camera

FUNCTIONAL

Integrated Science and E:gineering Electronics (Data/Power)

Dual UHF Data Output Links < 2 x 107 B/Day
Dual UHF Relay Command InFut (VL or VO)

Cross Range Error < 10% eL'Di.stance Travelled
All Navigation and Guidance Functions on Board
Evasive Maneuvers Around Hazards

Soil Collection and Return to Lander

Data Storage of 250 Kbits

\

,w,,,.,,,,._; ,, ,-_ I " I IrJ r'll.
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I shows that the power subsystem can support _hese reqt, irements and maintain an!
!

o_ adequate margin. The analysis 2ncludes a 20 percent power _argin, which

• ensures system performance and allows for growth. The following paragraphs

discuss the performance during these two operating modes. _ °

Maximum HobLlity Mode - This is the maximum L_averse mode where eight

hour_.-_f'_ve power is required. _n addition, power is provided for imagery

dat -_ transmission , and commands.-

The system can support the power requirements with the battery fully i

charged at the end uf the 24-hour period. System constraints are met assuming i _"
., the operating _equence is such that the depth of discharge on the battery is

i: limited by allowing charge time between the sta-t or end of th.: 8-hour mobility _._

period and data transmission. During this mode it is al_o _ssumed that the }

hole detector is in operation as part of the navigation system. #

i i -Science Mode - The science mode includes operation of the science experi-

_i ments including imagery, d_ta transmission, and commands, t

. The sysLem can support the power requirements and the battery will be I

;

• :_ fvlly charged at the end of the _-hour period. The science mode does not _.

require as much power as the mobility mode since it is assumed that ill s i- i
- e_ce instruments operate in sequence, i.e., two or more instruments cannot

operate simultaneously. _.

Typical Rover Surface Mission

b repre_ectatlve rover surface mission has been constructed to aid in the

evaluation of mission suitability _ .,d development of mission operations philos-

ophies and system requirements. The mission has been built around a represen-

tative Mariner 9 photograph for gross planning and a detailed mission through

a known caldera in the Sahara Desert (Eml Koussi) for which detailed topolog- _

Ical and imagery data t, re available. Examples are shown in Figure 18 through

62
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i 20. The mission scenario has been developed assuming the available imagery
I

" _ data were taken during an actual mission. Supplementary detailed data wore

i used to check the conclusions drawn from pictures. This mission is detail-
the

ed in Volume II with the key results summarized below.

The rover significantly enhances the value of a Martian surface mission.

The scenario developed to demonstrate this conclusion has two primary missionI

' phases; lander support and rover independent. Dur_n B the former, the rover

_ . cooperates with the lander to obtain relatively long baseline stereo imagery

I,J_, of the area around the lander while the rover operating characteristics are

evaluated. A period of time has been allocated for detailed science evalua-

tion in the vicinity of the lander (several hundred meters) culminating in the
5

delivery of at least one interesting sample to the lander. _t,ring this time

interval (approximately 25 days) an area of scientific ;_te_est (crater, cal-

l dera, gorge, etc.) within a few tens of kilometers of the lander will be identi-

fied from orbiter pictures and a preliminary traverse to the area planned.

The rover mission design continues with a traverse to the area of scien-
tific interest with onlya few dwell periods along the way for detailed scien- .

tific exploration (based on objects visible in orbiter pictures). During the
traverse, daily imagery and XRFS (hole detector) data will be returned and full

science .data will be returned during the dwell periods.

f

Once at the area of interest, a long (typically one kilometer) baseline

stereo 1_gery pair will be returned for detailed planning of the final pha._

of the rover mission along a path such as the one shown in Figure 19. For

the example used in the development of this scenario (caldera Emi Koussi) many

different types of geological features are readily identifiable in the original

picture (i.e., outcroppings, rocks, cliff face strata, drainage patterns, drift-

ed sand, areas of different albedo, etc.). These pictures lead to &n initial

rover mission science _lan in which the rover investigates each of these lea-

, tures. During the scenario deve]opm_z_, new data were added as a function of

mission time leading to "inflight" mission redesigns and demonstrating the

\ adaptive capabilities associated with the rover. These were all accomplished

within the context of mission operations system capabilities and relatively

relaxed personnel timelines.

r;:72
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This rover mission design led to a preliminary definition of rover mls-

sion design philosophieq to maximize the rover's scientific contribution to

landed science mission as well as mission operations system capabilities 1
the

impact or rover system design criteria. The key mission design philosophies |

include: !- Support the lander for a limited period to enhance the value of the

lander's science complement. 1

- Leave the lander and travel quickly to an area where the rover's _

imobility can be uqed to return a broad spectrum of science data.

- 2he rover-independent portion of the mission is most effective when i

rJanned around a sequence using a few days of traverse between areas

of local interest followed by a few days dwell for detailed explora-

tion. -

- Take advantage of the rover's adaptability, but not at the expense

of delaying science data return from many different types of geo-

logical features.

- The orbiter relay link operations will be shaped between the lander

and rover when the two are working together After the rover leaves

'the area of the lander, the rover will have priority on relay llnk

contacts and the lander will depend on its direct llnk (i.e., all

7 science data with limited imagery).

Some key mission operations system impacts on flight systems design cri-

teria are summarized below: "_

- Rover commands will be validated at the orbiter before relay to the I

Irover. The rover will execute upon receipt. This defines both Earth-

to-orblter and orbiter-to-rover command coding requirements. It also I
imposes a rover design requirement to be "fail-safe" r_la=ive to

receipt of bad commands (i.e,, stop before damage and watt for new . -j

commands).

- The rover computer/sequencer shall be capable of acceptin$ a multi- _,

leg set of traverse commands cove_lng a few days traverse.

• 73
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i
- The above requires the rover to have both hazard sensors and capa-

"_ bility to negotiate around simple hazards and contin,e

- The rover software must h_,,c several special software modules that
I

can be easily called in any sequence with simple commands. These

4 include modes such as climb to the top (bottom) of a hill and stop,

i ._22 take a navigation picture pair in a given direction, etc.

i - _be orbiter must be capable of accepting an interrupted relay signal

(e.g., the above real time navigation picture pair) or the rover

! telemetry system must fill the gap with useful engl.leering data or

a signal to maintain lock.

General design criteria of these types are continuing to be developed as

i _ the scenario development Boes on. At the same time_ design requirements on

the ground operations system are also evolving.

2
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6. BASELINE ROVER SUIPORT •

Lander Hardware Changes - Lander hardware changes and the reason for the

changes are tabulated for the lander and the rover with the baseline science

payloads in the following listing.

Chan_e Reason for Chang,?

Lander Body Chan_es
z,

Remove XRFS experiment Science definition

Remove meteurology Science definition

Remove one lander camera Science definition _.

Lightweight lander RTGs Gain mass for the rover _-

Add regu_ated propulsion Gain landed mass capability
system j

Relocate surface sampler Provide.volume for the rover

acquisition un"t

Revise RTG cooling loop Include rover RTG coolin_ in

s stem series with the larder cooling

loop _ _.

Add UHF receiver, diplexer, Rover communication with the ]

avd antenna lander

Add rover mounting and Addition of a rover |
deployment provisions

l_ew internal and external Addition of the rc,_er and new or

" wiring harness chsnges science

'_ Revise the power control and Component additicns and deletions

distribution assembly and interfac _ with the rover and "_

lightweight RTGs

Revise the lander pyro control New pyro functions for rover off-

assembly load and regulatef propulsion

system

Revise data acquisition and interface with the added receiver/

processing unit decoder for rover communication -

Aeroshell Chan_es

Relocate the radar altimeter Viking '79 c.m. is on the +Z axis \

antenna as opposed to Viking '75 that is
on the -Z axis

,5 l
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: _ Reason for Chan__ Ae_ oshell Chanties (continued)
!

Relocate entry science Viking '79 c.m. is on the +Z axis

, instruments
L

" Add provisions for rover RTC Thermally isotate rover RTG from

I " thermal radiation lander in the cruise configuration

t'_--:i - Base Cover Chan_;es

Provide a domed glass phenolic Provide volume for the rover :
pane 1

= i'
| Orbiter Hardware - Impact on orbiter hardware as a result of the rover is I

i the aadltion of hardware to provide a two-way trdF liak between the orbiter and ii

I the rover and keeping the existing Receiving link for the lander. A block I

• =

diagram of the orbiter system is as follows in Figure 21. !

j _ The antenna will change from the Viking '75 system as a result of having to

i
: transmit at 381 HHz and receive at 405 Hllz. To provide simu.ltaneous transmit/ i

# receive capability, a diplexer, a tran,_r,itter,and an additional receiver are i

,- required. To provide the capability t_r communicating with either the rover or
, !

the lander, a lander/rover sele, s_'.ch is required. -To obtain optimum link |

: performance, the orbite_ antenna will be a single boresite antenna but the orbiter !

will use maneuvers for improving link performance. The orbiter must p_ovide the
Y

capability to receive 450 bits of command inform_-_.o_ for the rover from Eart_ i

'_ and verify receLpt of the message bef-oi'estoring the command in memory. I

J

It*

Mission Operations

. Chances in _b= .,issi Operations System include mo,"fica_-on to procedures !_

and ground d _ s--r_m software, and incorporation of new rover peculia, software i"

sys tern. _Jt
_ Th_ major in,pact oi the rover on the Viking operational procedures from

li£toff to touchdown is the rover checkout operations and rover offloadiRE. The

relative simplicity of the rover minimizes the impact of these operations. _-

Primary oh,uses are mo-Jifications to the orbiter and lander flight computers to

handle _he new ceiemetry format. Post-landing pr _ced_res will have to be modi-

fied to include the orbiter command Eunction and ro_ex/lander interfaces as
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described in Section 8, paragraph titles Rover Surface
Typical Mission.

! Rover ground operations, as currently conceived, will include provisions

for transforming a suitable orbiter picture into a surface map. As surface

pictures become available, this map will be expanded. The rover mission traverse

i hand-plotted on knowledge of commands sent to the rover
will be this chart from

t. and results from rover navigation imagery. Rover FPA, SPA, and SSCA functions

wilt be new.

A preliminary evaluation of_e Viking '75 ground data software system

indicates some modification to 21 programs. These modifications are identified --

in Table 13. Modifications include addition of the rover in the mission

planning software set, addition of the rover relay command in the orbiter

telemetry set, addition of rover telemetry in the orbiter and lander telemetry

set, and possible modifications to the imagery software to include rover azimuth V-

* and inclinometer data for stereo picture evaluation.

New software required for the rover is identified in Table 14. It includes

software required for navigation, spacecraft performance, and science evaluation

as well as software requir@d to interface with existing mission planning, and .-_.

command,'and telemetry software. A total of 17 new programs is estimated.

Mission profile.- The Viking '79 rover mission from launch to touchdown is

identical to the corresponding Viking '75 mission profile.. The minimum launch
8 _

period is 30 days with I0 days allowed for each of the two launches and a

minimum of 10 days between launches. The interplanetary phase is similar in

i duration to the 1975 mission, taking between 308 to 323 days. The midcourse , . _
correction policy is identical to Viking '75. _";_

K "The overview timeline for the 1979 mission is shown in.Zable 15. The time-

line between /401 and touchdown for Mission A is identical to the current Viking ,

\ '7_ Mission A, taking !6 days. Mission B MOl to touchdown timeline has been - ..

i extended an additional two days to allow completion of the Rover A support of

Lander A phase of the Mission A before Mission B touchdown. Assuming a rover _

mission timellnc similar to that presented in foregoing parsgraphsD the rover

_: missions will have the Rover A on its long traverse during Rover B-to-Lander

support and Rover A detailed science mission during the Rover B long traverse. Y
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t TABLE 14 NEWPROGRAMSREQUIREDFOR ROVERMISSION
+ ! ,

PROGRAM ORIGINATOR REQUIRED FOR

I_4C/INTEG ROVER ROVER
'\

RPLAN X X ..

I/R with VO Cmd {JPL) X

RCLINK (R Cmd) X X

_: RRLII_ (Relay) X X

, c_Eq (t/x,) x xi +

i+ LCIm_(_OMI/Y) X X ....
; RSEQ X X

!i xco. x x
;+

i, RCOHSN X X
,11+

x x
:_i RTEMP X X

RNAVSM X X

RPOS X X

SAALPHA X X

-+ SAXR. X X

- IUIAZ X X

"_ TOTALS MMC/INTEG 5
Rover 11
JPL 1

• Note
mmammmm

The above assumes the Rover contractor will develop , ,_._
+ the rover peculiar software from requirements genera-

tto_ through coding and testing. A more effective
approach Co reduce the number of new lnCerfaces is l

to have the rover contractor establish requirements i
and UAT8 and have l_fC/Integratton code and cert. .

: ,t

+
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TABLE 15 OVERVIEW TIMELINE

MISSION A MISSIOI_B

LAUNCH DATE (FIRST) 10-16-79 11-5-79

C3 (lunls) 2 12.0 -10.5

_RS OXnZTIssERTzo. 8-29-80 9-23-80

VHE (Ion/s) 2.72 2.70

TOUChDOWnDATE 9-14-8o- lo-H-8o

DISEMBARK ROVER 9-17-eO I0-14-80

ROVER DEPART LANDER 10-9-80 11-5-80- *

NOMINAL END OF MISSION 12-13-80 1-9-81

,!
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Because the rover missions are adaptive, this would allow the Rover A detailed

science data return to influence the last third of the Rover B mission design.

82
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7. REQUIRED TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENTS

The conceptual design of the rover system has been constrained to designs
i t

that would fit within the volume and mass constraints imposed by the Viking '75

i i Lander System. The design process involved an investigation of a number of
,

, , -- _ rover configurations that could fit within these constraints. In the process of
!

_ looking at the various configurations and examining their associated subsystems,J

I a number of approaches to hardware implementation were identified that would

._ meet all the requirements. Some approaches required more technology develop-
t

me,its than others ; the selected configuration was based largely on a technology

i " consistent with that being developed for Viking '75; however, a more adve. ted

technology could be used to provide either a lighter and smaller rover, or

provide more capability within the mass, volume, and power envelope.

TWo categories of technology developments are discussed in this section.

One category is the technology that-was "_'.nc-lu_iedin the basic design conflgura-

_ tions and the second category is the technology to further optimize the rover

: performance. Also identified in this section are the technical areas that

need additional study to determine the magnitude of development required and

to determine if new technology is indeed required.

Microelectronics

Two areas in microelectronics technology have been considered for use in

the rover electronic subsystems for reducing mass, volume, and power. These "

are large scale integrated circuits and hybrid circuits.

Large scale integrated circuits have been included in the baseline rover

concept. Although LSI technology is not new, there are a number of new cir-

\ cults that the LSI manufacturers a_re adding to their product lines. The

basic process technology for LSI circuits is proven and test data exist on

these processes; howeverj test data on the new LSI circuits do not exist. It

should be noted that some LSI circuits were used on the Viking '75 lander

system. The LSI circuits that are incorporated in the rovez design include a

/

/ "
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microprocessor chip, read-only-memory chips, random-access-memory chips, and
other arithmetic and logic chips. Complementary MOS field effect transistor

! technology for making these LSI circuits is incorporated in the design, prl-

marily for reducing power consumption. The technology development that needs

addressing in LSI circuits is in the development of methods for qualifying new

i circuits and MOS processes, particularly to the sterilization requirements.

ii
Hybrid circuits were considered in the study for reducing mass and volume;

however, these were not included in the selected baseline configuration as a

result of VPO direction. Hybrid circuit technology, though not a new tech-
!
l

nology, has encountered developmental problems for some of the hybrids that

were selected for use on Viking '75. The approach during the study was the

packaging of ten complementary MOS chips in a l-sq in. (2.54 sq cm) package.

1 The C/MOS'chips, being l,jwpower, reduce the total power for the system and
I

potentially increase the reliability of the hybrid because the power per unit

area on the hybrid substrate is extremely low. This concept of packaging C/MOS

chips In hybrid form mekes it feasible to have s solid state memory that can

store the same amount of data in a significantly lower volume. Exploration of

this concept can significantly improve the electronics packaging efficiency, _

especially in the area of the memorieq for both the Data Processor and Control W

Sequencer.

It should be noted that the rover baseline design uses hybrid relay driver

circuits and diode matrix circuits that were developed for the Viking '75 pro-

gram without any significant problems.

,L

_ Power Conditioning

Boosting th_ low output voltage from RTGs requires regulators that use

magnetics and cap ,citors whose mass is inversely proportional to operating

\i frequency. However, use of higher frequencies in square wave converters creates

! inefficiencies because of power switching losses. New technology developments _

in the design of converters would increase the power conversion efficiencies .'

and increase the performance capability of the rover. Martin Marietta Aero-

space has, as a part of research projects, investigated this area of design

/ 84
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I _ and has provided conceptual ideas which at this time quite feasible for
appear

\! improving cooverter designs. These approaches need to be proved with bread-
J

board tests.

#

" _ Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (RTG)

,_i...._fi The AEC has been exploring the'use of selenide thermoelectric material

I in RTGs with a goal of providing more electrical power per unit of mass
i

: I Selenide designs not only increase the power efficiency of the RTGs, but they

i i significantly increase the RrG operating temperature, thereby improving the

: ! RTG volumetric efficiency and providing the potential for a greater heat flow

•_ _ into the thermally controlled compartments of both the lander and the rover.

| _ A ramification of this increased volumetric efflciincy is a much smaller wind

i screen and a substantially lower mass for the lander RTG/windscreen compared

/_I "i to the Viking '75. This lower mass has been applied to enhance rover capa-_ billty. The AEC studies and development work needs to be continued and focused

, , to the Viking '79 program.
t

Hazard Sensors

- _ The rover must be equipped with sensors to avoid hazards. The two general

types of sensors required are those that can detect holes and crevices before

coming into contact with these hazards and those that can sense that the rover

has encountered an ,obstructL:m that impedes its progress in either the forward

or reverse directions. Because these sensors must be operational during the

mobility mode, it _s essential that they be either low power units or passive

units. The proposed method for accompliahing the hole and e_evice detection

' on the baseline is to use an X-ray sensor with the required electronics. This i

selection is based on the fact that X-ray sensors can be used to categorize
\ f

soil composition. Lab tests using this concept have shown this to be a feasible t
!

approach, t
.

This approach and ovh_: approaches should be axamined in some detail and a

breadboard of one or more approacnas built and tested for evaluation of the i

• _ _
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technology development which will be ;equired. The tactile sensors proposed

"i for the baseline consist of passive switches mounted on bumpers. No specific

technology studies are required for these sensors.

J

However, for the hazard avoidance to be effective the proposed hardware

sensors must be combined with necessary software hazard avoidance subroutines.
{
_ i "- These software subroutines become part of the rover software used to perform

i adaptive control, which is another technology d_velopment concern.
!

1 Adaptive Control

| The baseline rover includes the capability to adapt partially to its
@

| environment. The requisite sensors and soft%,are subroutines have been incor-

porated in the basic design to allow the rover to perform its commanded mobility

i functions seml-autonomously, i.e., with commanded operations from Earth but

i without commands to solve a certain class of rover problems. The adaptive con-

trol zapability allows operational changes to be made on the basis of scientific

discoveries and variations in performance of rover _qulpment. It also simpli-

fies the interface between the mission con+rollers and the rover and permits

an increase in autonomy of _he rover as the mission progresses.

- Many basic concepts and algorithms have been developed in the past for

a ltonomous control of roving vehicles ; this effort must be continued with

particular emphasis on simple methods of an, lyzing data and determini-g from a

practical standpoint those decisions chat can properly be made autonomously by

the rover, and those that must be made on Earth. Further development is re-
J

L
quired in the area of priority determination for actions _o be taken by a rover,

based on its analysis of science and engineering data within the priority

conditions commanded from Earth.

\

Directional Gyro/Gyrocompass tExisting DGs are designed primarily for marine or aircraft use no hence

are too heavy and too power-consuming for a rove_ application. Another con-,

tern of existing DGs is their ability to withstand Viking environment_.
i

, ia g6
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particularly the sterilization environment. The rover baseline incorporates

a minaturized DG having the following general characteristics :

Gyrocompass accuracy: 35 miliradian (3 o) at 60° latitude _

Mass: Less than 2 kg (3 ib)

Power: Less than three watts of regulated _ower

Volume: Less than 80 cubic inches

Environments : Sterilization

The current development status for directional gyros nas progressed to a

level where DG manufacturers feel that the technology presently used can be

scaled dowr. to achieve the mass, volume, and power constraints defined above.

The ability to use existing technology and to verify whether or not the

DG can perform in the Viking environment must be performed through a predevelop-

ment effort.

Wheels

The baseline rover incorporates 1.34 kg (3.0 Ib) wheels of the design type

! used by the Apollo Lunar Rover Vehicle (LRV). This wheel mass estimate is

based on =he Apollo LRV design, tsking into account the Vikirg '7_ rover's much

slower velocity and much lower dynamic loads. An appropriate approach would be

to use LRVwheel design methods and fabricate and test a 50 cm (20.5 in.)

diameter wheel to determine its mass and performance characteristics for th(

raver a_plication to confirm the predicted Viking '79 rover wheal mass and t

traction performance. Also required _n ?he develoDment of wheels for the rover

are the seals to protect mechanisms and lubricants. This development is required

because of the fine particle and d_st environment to which the wheels will be

I exDose_, combined with the longer lifetime required of the mechanisms and lub-

ricants than has previously been experienced.

'i
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Wheel Drivemotors

The Viking '75 Surface Sampler boom elevation motor was _ _lected for the

base]ine rover. This motor has excellent output torque and backdrive resistance

characteristics. However, the qualification tests for this motor i_ the VikinR

'74 program is for 80 operating hours. The Viking '79 rover wheel drive appli-

cations will require on the order of I000 operating hours d_ring qualification

tests. Data on the '75 motor indicate that' the particular motor brushes and

; con,,mtacor will probably not function for I000 hours and the particular lubri-

cation may not be adequate from a long term gear wear point of view. To insure

successf_l resolution of these problems, the brushes, co,_nutators and gear

lubricants should be investigated. These investigations should include analy-

sis, design, fabrication, and test of motors and gears to meet the I000 hour

! ". quelification requirement.

Additional Study Areas ,_

During the rover study, a number of technical probl_,ms arose that require

further study to determine their impact on the rover dev,_iopment. These

problems are discussed in the following paragrephs.

Thermal switch. - A significant developmental effort was required to

obtain the Viking '75 thermal switch. The baseline rover incorporates s

smaller, lighter mass switch. To achieve this, however, does not mean that

_ the Viking '75 switch can be directly _caled down. This development should

"'_ result io a prototype thermal switch that will provide predictable and repeat.- .,

able switch conductance, open/close actions, strck_ distances, and switch

closing forces.

Soll tran_e_.Er. - The rover baseline operations concept provides that the

rover will colluct soil samples and transfer them to Lhe lander for analysis.

The depth of the rover study did not permit an evaluation of the number of

_ possible approaches conceived to provide this soil sample _ransfer. Follow-on

: effort must involve the ev=luatlon of mechanisms for co!letting soll and trans-

ferring t_e soll in addltlou to an evaluation of the navigation and control oT

_ the rover to position its soil dump for sample transfer to the lander. !

/
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Polar operation. - If the scientific mission requires landing in the polar

region, an evaluation must be performed on the effect of ice b_ildup on hard-

ware, especially mechanisms. Whether or not ice buildup occurs and what

, approaches could be used to eliminate any undesirable effects must be deter- -

i mined by studies and tests conducted under simulated Martian polar environmentalconditions.

Gyrocompass errors also increase as the landing site approaches a pol_.

Evaluation must be performed, and possibly, alternate navigational systems

developed.

J
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% . 8 : PROCRAH,DEVELOPHENT SCHEDULE AND PLAN ..

r The rover development plan which includes rover integration on the lander, :I

: i has been constrained to be compatible with the Viking *79 baseline plan. This :_

"i_ i constraint ha_ established-the need for completing the rover qualification pro-
] i._ gram by July 1, 1978 so assembly of the VLC flight articles can proceed without _1

' _ risk of configuraL.on chan_e. ,The plan has also established the_required dates ifor rover flight article deliveries (two fligilt articles and one spare) in that

_ they must be rssembled on the flight landers for acceptance testing before _.

- encapsulation. '

_ Th_ early part of {he rover development plan has been constrained _y the

. ._ mxnlmxze the required funding before the'start of FY'77. This fundlug

! [ _onstrJint has resulted in the development program being delayed as long as

_" _ practical, consistent with a 1979 launch. The complexity of the rover i_

development dictates tha_ hardware development con_nence at the beginning of! i .
_ FY'76 and r.equires thot conceptual studies und program definition studies

._ !.
: _ commence before FY'76. "These early studie_ will enabIe interface definition

" _ between' the rover lander, and orbiter tJ'be completed by January I, 1976 thus

_ enabling hardware development to proceed in an orderly manner.

Because integration of the rover on the lander and the hardware e_ements of

the rover vary in nature and complexity, four _eparate plans are presd'nted to

encompass the total tasks, and are shown in Figures 22 through 25.

" _ The first of these plans (Figure 22), entlcled "Program Plan - Rover,
Option," i'_enrlfles_'the required schedule fpr long lead c.onceptual and program_.

,.- " definition studie_, and identifies the significant milestones associated with

i rover development and integration activities on the Vi, trig Lander Capsule.
The total time span allocated for rover development is thirty-six months.

This span is based on similar developments for Viking '75, and is predicated on

_ conducting development and qualification tests on the complete rover assembly

• "_ rather than at the subassembly level. It i_ intended that the rover be created

as a component rather than an assembly of subsystems. This does not however,
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_ preclude the need for some environmental testing at the device/subassembly level

during the development test phase•

Viking Lander Capsule system level compatibility tests are to be conducted {

: in two series designated as Phase I and II. The existing LSTM lander body-will _"

. be modified to include rover mounting and deployment capability as well _s thd

necessary masslthermal simulators to enable thermal, structural, and functional !

compatibility tests to be conducted. The Phase I tests will be used to obtain
!

design data,,and the Phase II tests,'_ith operating hardware, will be used for

.. design verification. In addition, RF link compatibility tests will be conducted _t

} during_the s_me time spans. These RF tests will require rover, lander, and ._ --

orbiter communications equipment • _
P

The other three plans Indicate the detailed development schedule for (I)

i.- Structural and Mechanical Hardware, Figure 23, (2_.Typical Electronics Hardware,

Figure 24, and (3) Typical Science Instruments, Figure 25. _he allotted thirty- .

six months for science instrument development,is considered to be a viable pl_n 'I

only if it is preceded by design feasibility work under SRT activities!as shown, i
:

Development of electronic assemblies for the rover will be accomplished in _ ,

a thlrty-month,,span. Although the total time span is less than for the rover as i
an entity , the development test span and the qual test span are coincident with

chose of the rover to facilitate combined testing.

f:
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, FXGUBE 23 ROVER STRUCTURAL/MECHANICALDEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
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_ • CY L974 19_ 1976 1977 1978

_ .DesignReviews

Procurement_ Prep&
i SubcontractNegotiations•

=. - BreadboardDesign
' i

i BreadboardFabandTest

ThermalSimulatorDesign& Fab
#

t t'evelopmentArticleDesign
z _;evelopmentArticleFab

DevelopmentArticleTest(Component)
Assyin RoVer

- DevelopmentArticleTest.(in Rover)*

- QualUnit Design

QualUnit Fab& Assyin Rover ! '"- i QualUnitTest(In Rover)*

,; FlightArticleDelivery(in Rover) 1

)

, _ *RoverComponentswill.betestedwith the completeroverunit.
f \

• d

FIGURE 24 TYPICAL DEVELOPMENTPROGRAMFOR ROVERELECTRONICCOMPONENTS
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DesignReviews'
S.R.T. Activity
LongLead- Breadt_rdDesign

'ProcurementDW9Prep
SubcontractNegotiations

BreadboardFabandTest -_-

ThermalSimulatorDesign& Fab
P

DevelopmentArticleDesign
DevelopmentArticle Fab
DevelopmentArticle TestIComponent)
Assyin Rover
DevelopmentArticleTest(In Rover)"

QualUnit Design t ,,
Qml UnitFab&Assyin Rover
QualUnit Test(In Rover)"

FlightArticle Delivery(In Rover)

"ScienceInstrumentswill be testedwith the completerover.

FIGURE 25 TYPICAL ROVER SCIENCE INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENTPROGRAM t.
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: 9. CONCLUS IONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8 j

Conclusions
i

The objective of this study wa_ to'define a baseline Viking rover, rover/

_ • _ lander integration design concepts, and mission operation concepts that'would

;- provide a significant increase in the scientific capability of a Viking '79
_ L

, Mission. Implicit in this objective was the derivation of a total hardware

, concept that makes maximum use of the Spare and Proof Test Viking _75 lander
P

! } hardware. This has been accomplished.

i i _ The kdy features of the 107.95 kg (238 Ib) baseline rover, selected as a

•| " i result"of the study, are Eummarlzed below:
-. Science - 21 kg (46 ib) geologically-oriented payload

i •
_ .,_ . Surface Sam ler - sample, store, and return to lander ""

_ Alpha Backscatter elemental analyzer
_ t

X-ray Diffractometer and rock grinder

Viking '75 facsimile camera - long baseline stereo

J _

'_ower - 20 watt (EOL) RTG

_ Data/Commands - Two-way link w_th both the orbiter and l_nderMobility - Travel up to 735 m per day and explore regions outside

the lauding footprint.

, Navigation -'Uses a directional gyro for heading reference and a control

_, sequencer for semi-autonomous operation and a hazard detection system.

_ Range - Limited only by system reli_billty and mission operations duration

' The study results clearly indicate that a significant improvement in the.

present lander scientific capability is achieved by inciludin_ the baseline rover

_"_ in the Viking '79 Mission. The lander science insCruments would have access to
"" ' samples from a large surface area that have been selected and screened for

scientific interest by _sing the rover sample return capability. TLe value o_

the Imagery misslon _s tremendously improved by using the rover for long baseline,

'- , stereo capability and fez its ability to explore and take pictures of geological

_" 97
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interest over a large surface area.

In addition to improving the scientific value of the lander mission,

inclusion o_ the rover in the Viking '79 Mission adds a unique science explo-

ration dimension to the overall mission. The rover has the capability to

operate through the orbiter, independent of the lander, and extend our geological

knowledge of the present state and past history of Mars by sampling the m@ny

geologic units (e.g.., lava flows, ejecta blankets, exposed sedimentary layers,

outcrops, channel beds, escarpments, and lag gravel plains) that can be traversed

by such a rover.

The impact of integrating the rover on the Viking '75 Lander can be divided _ _

into[ (I) those changes required to stow and deproy the rover, (2) changes in/

the;entry and terminal descent system required to land the rover system, and _.I

(3) those changes required to operate the r6ver with other mission el@men_s. -_
l

These changes are discussed in detail in Sections and 6 and are summarized

• below: _"
,

"'-- Rover/Stowage Changes
/

.. Remove one facsimile camera / _'

Move surface sampler •

Provide base cover bulge ""

Entry Performance and Landed M_ss Increase Changes
/

New lander RTGs : -

Provide pressure regulation for the Terminal Descent Propulsion System

i.I ° entry corridor "=

., Reduce atmospheric uncertainty ,

Shift entry equipment because of c.m. change .

Remove meteorology

Rover Operation ', _.

Add UHF recelver/antenn E and diplex_r to lander l

Add URF transmitter and diplexer to orbiter
r . 4

An evaluation of these changes indicates that maximum use of existing Viking '75

hardware and technology has been used and that only minimum changes are required

98
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°

!

| _-_ to existing hardware.

! "
' ' Recommendations"\i

The conclusions reached as a result of this s£udy indicate the" feasibility

' of the rover design and integration concepts, and for developing these concepts

for a Viking '79 mission. To continue in the process leading to final definition

--_ of the rover system and the integration requirements follow-on activities in the

: _ form of technology development and definition studies are identified in Section 6.
t

_ These activities should be undertake_,in a timely manner if the rover development•

is to proceed along the time span of the development plans for a Viking '79

mission.

Additional consideration should be given to the fact that the baseline rover

i _" design does not account for potential problems that can arise as a result of a

polar landing. The primary concern is that of ice formation that could cause

mechanisms to fail in addition to other unknown effects. Early investigation of

this phenomena would preclude,entering into a hardware development program with f

out fully understandin_ the technology areas that must be studied.

/

i ,
¢
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i p_.[CEDINGPAGI BLA'v'" "'_TFILMt_ _

: ABBREVIATIONS

_!
: AEC A'tomic Energy Commission ._ _,; k

. _ __ A-h Ampere-hour _"
_ Atmos Atmosphere

'_i'. AID " Analog to digital

A Amperes

Bldr Blowdown Ratio

BPS Bits per second

B/day Bits per day

i i BER Bit error rate

• [_ c.m. ten, r of "mass

_" _ C/MOS Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor v

i C/30:, C/20 Battery charge ract

I CI, C2, C3, C4 Rover configurations

i CLa Clock angle
¢

CA Cone angle

_ Cmd command

f ,
- _ C3 Earth departure energy (kin/s)

- _ "D'I,D_2, D3 Rover configurations ' "

_ DD Design development
_. •
?, DSC/EGA Differential scattering calorimetry/evolved-gasanalysis

_'_ _ dB decibel
f

_,,. dBm decibels using one.milliwatt as reference power

i_ dc d ire_t current
_.. D.G. directional gyro

, DLA declination of the departure asymptote (related Co
, azlmuth). (degrees)

DpARA parachute dlsmeter

DSN deep space network,

ELMS elastic'loop mobility system (Lockheed)
r

' _- EOL end of life

EMP ' e.qu£pmentmounting plate
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i
1

I

t '
i ;

i EGA evolved gas analysis:;
i i
\.._ EM electromagnetic :

FBK frequency shift keying 1
{

FOV : field-of-view
/ , / I

fps feet per second ,
2 !
_. GCSC Guidance Control and Sequencing Computer

i
_ _Gelds Gas Chromatograph/Mass Spectrometer
J f
": GDC General Dynamics .Corporation

HGA high gain antenna'
! , /

llz hertz
/

i ' in. inch /

I/0 input/output ,

,_ ', JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratories
}

kg Kilogram "0

'_ km Kilometer • t

OK degrees Kelvin..

t kbs ,; kflobits per second
h,

• - : %

,. LGA : low gain antenna

LSI " large scale integrated circuits
\

.... MCCC Mission Control and Computing Center

Min minimum

MOI , Mars Orbit insertion

?, MSI medium scale integrated circuits , q

m/s meters per second ,-

: msec millisecond ,_

i MEA Meteozology Electronic_ Assembl_
r I'

..Max maximum i'

,, MHz Megahertz I1\ .! MUX multiplexer :

MEM Mars Engineering ,-,
Model

mrad/hr milliradians per hour '

, N Newton
J

, N-q/kg Newton-second/kilog_am

_,: 102 :
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N/m 2 Newton per meter 2

nsec Nanosecond

PCDA Power Conditioning and Distribution Assembly

psf pounds per square foot '!

Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator ii
RTG - ,._

RHU Radioisotope Heater Unit

RCVR rece irer

Ref. reference

RF radio frequency

RDF radio direction finding

ROM read-only-memory /

RAM random-access-memory
i

s second

SSCA Surface Sampler Control Assembly "-

SYS system
/

sym/s symbols per second.

TETM Thermal Effects 'Test'Model

TWTA , Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier _

TR tape recorder

TIm/Cmd telemetry/command

TTL transistor-transistor logic
TD , touchdown

UHF ultra high frequency

_" VO , Viking orbiter

VLC Viking'Lander Capsul_

VMCCC Viking Mission Control and Computing Center

W watt

_/h watt hour \

XRFS X-ray fluorescence spectrometer.

, XM_R transmitter

XPNDR ttans ponder

ZAE ,- angle at Mars created by the Earth to Mars vector

and space,raft to Mars vector

/
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i -- SYMBOLS

i

AI , aluminum

Ca calcium
11

! C carbon

i i. Fe iron
I

i hD parachute mortar fire altitude above mean Mars surface "-m)

hp periapsis altitude (km)

i h terrain height above mean Mars surface (km)
_ t

i_ Isp .' rocket ,motor effective exhaust,_velocity divided by Earth G

L/D 'Viking lander hypersonic lift to drag ratio

'-I MD Mach number at parachute mortar fire

Mg magne sium

NiCd nicke l-cadmium

t_ Na _ sod ium

0 oxygen

P orbital period (hours) ,.

PER touchdown location measured in orbit plane,back from the

._ subperiapsis point (degrees)

q dynamic pressu.re (N/m2) -
- x

-, qD _ dynamic pressure at parachute mortar fire (N/m2)

_" / SEATD - sun elevaLion angle at touchdown (degrees)

sol time between Viking lander to Viking orbiter relay "_

_, links - approximately one sidereal day ,

t Viking lander coast time from deorbit to pncry (hours)c

TMI trans-Mars injection -_

T terminal descent engine thrust (per engine)

VWIND wind velocity from the MEM (m/s)

VRE hyperbolic excess velocity at Mars (km/sec)

I AV velocity chanse (m/s)
x ; " " •

,,"L "....'
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i -

+?

AVHv midcourse correction, AV budget (m/s)
I

AVsTbT . Avelocity budget to compeusat _or navigation uncer- 1
tainties through HOI (m/s) _ -

AVTRIH _V allocation for in-orbit trim maneuvers, (based on i

spacecraft mass) (m/s)

_VlM P impulsive _VMo I (m/s)

_VCAP total_V capability of the spacecraft (m/s)

_VD deorbit _V (m/s) 1 "_-U

; |
WA/s mass (kg) dropped at aeroshell separation

WpARA mass (kg) dropped at parachute separation t .-

1WpRoP mass (kg) of terminal descent pro_eliant (totat_ I

WSEP -. mass (kg) of VL at separation from the VO '

W E mass (kg) at VL entry

WpROP D mass,_ (kg) of-the VL deorbit propellant..(total)- t•

XR touchdown location measure perpendicular to the orbital

plane (degrees) i .i

_E VL entry flight path angle (degrees)

, Orbiter head angle; relative angular position or the VO -:

' and _ at ehtry measured at the center of Mars (degrees) , ,_

TD +nd touchdown plus "n" days ''._t._

K _ mh _ime reference defined in text plus '_" hours _

• # \ - . ,
"_tl' ' 1

/ • • •
/ i
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I DEFINITIONS

i%

, Component An electronics black box.

•Converter Power supply which:accepts a DC voltage and converts

i it tb other DC voltages. ,

..... Deflation The removal of material from a l'and surface by the

wind.

_ Eolian Of or related to action of the wind.
%

i End-of-life Characteristic of a piece of hardware and the term -

is used as being synonymous with end-of-mission.

i Ecological Niche A combination of environmental factors (soil com-

_ position climate) that favor the existgnce of only
• _ _

; , certain life forms.

_ Limonite Hydrous iron oxide that _s brown, yellow, or red in
- _ color. ,/

Regolith The layer of loose, incoherent rock material that

• rests upon the underlying solid or "bed" rock.
!

! _ . Synonymous with soil.

-_ System Description of a'group of subsystems that when

- _ combined perform a specific function, i.e.,

rover system.

, Subsystem Description of a group of related components/_nd

functions that perform a specific task, i.e.,

I power subsystem. . "

Plate Tectonics The widely accepted theory that the surface of the

Earth is covered by several distinct units or plates,

' which move relative to one another.

\

• !

/
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